Tuesday, March 2, 1920

SPEAKS ON SPORTS AND PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
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look on the "Activity of Halogene Carboxylics," Professor E. V. S. Rice, said that the halogenes were the last gasps of the hydrogen radicals, and that the halogenes were aromatic. After he was done with his lecture, he began to talk about the different gases and how they were used in industry. The audience was quite interested in his talk, and many of them asked him questions at the end. He also suggested that they read his new book, "The Science of the Gas Buildings," which is going to be published next month.

THE TECH

First Intercollegiate Games

(Continued from page 2)

The first intercollegiate basketball games will be played in the Walker gymnasium on Friday afternoon, March 13, at 2:30 p.m. A limited number of tickets will be sold at the door, and only all-ticket games will be played in the evening.

REPLACES TIE

Koch Outpoints Rosenfield in Challenge Bout

Fred C. Koch retained his place in the challenge series for the championship of fourteen-ball rack which it cannot properly be classed as cast, work in building, 30 and build their homes to carry on the work at the Peabody Institute, pairs at 5:31 o'clock on Thursday. More volunteer workers are needed to assist others in their sign-ups already. The committee on arrangements, headed by Fred Koch, has been working hard to prepare for the event.

MANY INSTITUTE MEN ARE INVITED TO LATE DINNER

More Workmen Are Needed by Boston Social Houses

The depot of the T.C.A. has adopted with hearty work in the various departments. Science students have been very active in lab. Last week there were 72 class of chemistry to these classes. At present we have 62 students working in the laboratory.

NEW CHARACTER ANNOUNCED

I have been asked to introduce an interesting new character in our newspaper. This character is designed to be a student at the Tech, interested in sports and especially in basketball. He will be featured in a series of articles, and I am sure he will be well received by our readers.

VIOLO-DOG

(Continued from Page 1)

The closed until March 14. A large number of drawings have been submitted for the $5000 prize, but only $300 and S. V. Todd in the $700 prize, and the others, including those for the $200 and $10 prizes, have been announced. Any that remain uncalled for will be used in the next Tech.

Miss A. L. DARLING

(Continued from Page 1)

I have been asked to compose a series of articles on the subject of football, and I am happy to say that the first one has been completed. The article will be published in the next issue of the Tech, and I am looking forward to your comments.

FRESHMAN TENNIS TEAM

(Continued from Page 1)

The team has been practicing hard, and we are confident that they will do well in the upcoming matches. The schedule for the season is as follows:

1. Varsity Swimmers

(Continued from page 1)

The Tech staff has decided to feature our swimming team, who have been working hard to prepare for the upcoming season. The team consists of fourteen members, and they have been practicing daily in the pool. The schedule for the season is as follows:

WANTED

FOR COLLEGE MEN, BUSINESS MEN, PROFESSIONAL MEN, MEN OF SPORTS

—Baseball, football, golf, tennis, shooting, riding.

For everybody, everywhere, every year.

Bevo is a true refreshment for wholesome thirst—an invigorating soft drink. Ideal for the athlete or the man in physical or mental training—good to train on and off, on healthful and appetizing. It must be cold.